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 The automatization of personality traits prediction still brings considerable 

research these days, especially when the detection could be achieved without 

administrating personality assessment instruments. With the evolution of 

computational intelligence, a variety of deep machine learning techniques were 

developed and proposed for that purpose. Nevertheless, proposing robust and 

rapid systems to solve this problem remains a challenging task. The process of 

feature extraction is the main key. This paper presents an effective method for 

extracting five graphological features from handwriting ensuring the prediction of 

personality traits based on the big five personality traits model. We started by 

collecting both handwriting samples and big five questionnaires, then the feature 

extraction process, after that the data preparation and finished with the application 

of several popular deep machine learning models to achieve the prediction. 

Experimental results indicate the remarkable performance of the multi-layer 

perceptron (MLP) compared to other classifiers, the model was 100% precise and 

classification accuracy attained 100% for trained data and 72.73% for new tested 

data. With only 100 participants, we strongly believe that our proposed method is 

simple and promising, and better results will be attained with a larger dataset. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Considered as an interdisciplinary research field that incorporates psychology, cognitive science and 

computer science [1], personality computing consists of applying artificial intelligence technology in 

personality assessment for automatizing personality prediction from different sources such as body language, 

handwriting, face [2], voice, natural language, and social networks. Among those sources, handwriting gained 

considerable attention in the literature, and until today it still gain major interest among researchers [3]. 

Personality assessment on the basis of handwriting is also known as graphology, and it has been applied as an 

effective assessment tool in diverse fields, such as psychology, employment [4], [5], education, medicine [6], 

criminal detection and marriage guidance. This is due to the fact that individuals tend to falsify the scores of 

measurement tools when they know that their personality is being analysed.  

With the increasing evolution of computational intelligence and the emergence of deep machine learning 

algorithms, automated personality assessment through handwriting gained more interests in the last decade [7], [8]. 

Many researchers are proposing interesting novel architectures under this scope of research. Table 1 gives a quick 

overview of some current personality prediction based on handwriting feature extraction: 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Table 1. Recent related works 
No Works Results discussion 

1 [9] This research focused on persian handwriting and the minnesota multiphasic personality inventory psychometric test 
results in order to create a comprehensive dataset for handwriting personality predicition. Authors trained and tested 

two classifiers for personality prediction: multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and hidden Markov model. The resulted 

system had 76% accuracy in training and 61% accuracy in testing. 
2 [10] Introduced a novel three-layer system for predicting the big five personality traits of an individual based on his or her 

handwriting. Authors followed two methodologies to validate their system: inter-subject and intrasubject, higher 

accuracies were obtained in the second one with 84.4% and above for openness, extraversion, and neuroticism and 
with 77% for conscientiousness and agreeableness. 

3 [11] This study presents the largest hadnwriting dataset under this scope of research with 1800 handwriting samples. 

However, the proposed system is only ment to detect suitable personalities based on graphological features for 
employement purpose. Authors implemented different machine learning algorithms such as support vector machine 

(SVM), Naïve bayes, and random forest (RF), the highest prediction accuracy was obtained with the SVM with 97%. 

4 [12] Authors of this work proposed a novel architecture for predicting the big five personality traits from handwriting. Their 
dataset consisted of neo five-factor inventory-3 test results, handwriting samples in addition to written letter “t” 

samples. The obtained accuracies were between 65% and 85%, where extraversion scored the highest value and 

conscientiousness was the lowest value. 

5 [13] This work proposed a convolutional neural networks (CNN) based architecture that predicts personality from both 

English and Hindi handwriting without selecting any significant handwriting features. Despite the low accuracy rates 

(average of 43%), the authors intend to improve their architecture’s accuracy in future works. 

 

 

Despite the growing interests toword handwriting personality prediction, extracting graphical features 

like margins, spaces, baseline, pressure of the pen, alphabet morphology from a given handwriting sample in 

order to link them to the psychological state of the writer still remain a hard task to achieve [14]. The choice 

and implementation of the image processing and segmentation techniques is crucial to a successful personality 

traits prediction. Therefore, we conducted this study to proposes an effective solution to this problem and to 

make a contribution to this scope of research. By exploring the mapping between five handwriting features 

(top margin, baseline, line spacing, word spacing, and letter size) and the Big Five personality traits (openness, 

conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism), we developed simple yet effective methods 

for feature extraction and evaluated deep machine learning classifiers in order to achieve the big five 

personality traits prediction based on handwriting.  

The rest of the paper is organized as following: section 2 highlights the different methods and 

techniques we used in this work. Followed by section 3, where we discuss the results and performances of the 

proposed method and compare it to the existing works. Finally, we resume with a conclusion and a future 

research planning in section 4. 
 

 

2. METHOD 

In order to achieve personality traits recognition based on handwriting, we had to acquire both: 

personality traits and handwriting features from participants. For personality traits we referred to a brief big 

five questionnaire, as for handwriting we chose the London letter model. After collecting the data from 100 

participants, we applied several methods for handwriting preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification. 

For better understanding of this process, Figure 1 shows an illustration of opur proposed architecture. First, we 

apply image processing on the handwriting sample to enhance the feature extraction. Then, the extracted 

features and the five factor model personality traits are both stored in the dataset. Finally, after completing the 

database we implemented classification using five classifiers one to predict each of the personality traits. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The proposed architecture for personality handwriting prediction 
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2.1.  Personality test 

Many psychological studies describe the personality structure as a set of dimensions or traits that 

could be measured using self-report questionnaires or rating scales, which most often appear in the form of a 

statement or question with a ‘yes-no’, ‘true-false’ or an extended scale like the ‘Likert-type’ scale. A variety 

of efficient and validated well-known questionnaires in the literature are used to accomplish this task, such as: 

the sixteen personality factor questionnaire (16PF) [15], eysenck personality questionnaire (EPQ-R) [16], 

myers briggs type indicator (MBTI) [17] and big five personality traits inventory (BFI) [18]. Table 2 shows 

keywords descriptors for each one of the big five personality traits. To acquire participants’ personality traits, 

we chose the BFI questionnaire, precisely, a brief version of it with only 10 items [19]. This short and brief 

inventory questionnaire even if it is inferior to the standard big five inventory (44 items), it has reached 

adequate levels in the evaluation process as described by its authors.  

 

 

Table 2. Big five traits and keywords descriptors 
BF traits Keywords descriptors 

Openness Curious – imaginative – artistic – broad interests – excitable – unconventional 
Conscientiousness Efficient – organized – not careless – thorough – not lazy – not impulsive 

Extraversion Sociable – forceful – energetic – adventurous – enthusiastic – outgoing 

Agreeableness Forgiving –undemanding – warm – not stubborn – not show-off – sympathetic 
Neuroticism Tense – irritable – not contented – shy – moody – not self-confident 

 

 

2.2.  Handwriting samples 

For the handwriting samples acquisition, we asked participants with their consent, to rewrite the 

London letter model in the dedicated box for writing. This model choice was due to the fact that it contains 

letters of the alphabet in both uppercase and lowercase form, all numerals in different combinations, and many 

other characteristics that make this choice suitable for handwriting analysis. After scaning all the handwriting 

samples with a haigh resultion scanner, we obtained images in png format that we stored as our dataset.  

The next step consisted of applying the differents pre-processing thechniques in order to extract the features 

that will be used for the personality traits prediction.  

 

2.2.1. Handwriting pre-processing 

Pre-processing methods are an elementary step for making image data optimized for segmentation 

and feature extraction. Denoising, morphological transforming, and binarizing are all methods used to enhance 

the image quality and make it suitable for the next steps. For this purpose, we have used the OpenCV library [20] in 

Python and started by reading the image sample in RGB space, then converting it to gray scale. The next steps 

in preprocessing were implemented using the same library. In the following, we highlight each one of the used 

methods in this phase.  

a) Noise reduction 

The obtained handwriting samples contained unwanted noise, and applying filters. Like bilateral filter 

can resolve that problem very well. It combines domain and range filters and it consists of choosing a location 

in the image and applying the bilateral filter function [21] to the values of the input image in a small 

neighbourhood of the same location.  

b) Binarization  

Binarization is the transforming process of any entity data feature into a binary number vector in order 

to enhance classifier algorithm efficiency. Binarizing a grey scale handwriting sample would allow us to 

transform it from the 0-255 spectrum to a 0-1 spectrum. To do so, we applied an inverted thresholding [22] to 

the filtered handwriting samples where in case the pixel with a greater value than the thresh it is converted to 

0 and to 1 in the other case. 

c) Dilatation 

Dilatation is considered as an important step in image processing, like erosion, it is a morphological 

operation that processes the shape of an image and both are to be considered as the most basic operations in 

this process. For dilatation, we need two inputs the original image and the structuring element (kernel) that 

determines the shape of a pixel neighbourhood over which the maximum is taken. We used dilatation to enlarge 

the lines in the handwriting sample, the bright area of the line is dilated around the black regions of the 

background leading to linking words together. Which will allow us to contour the dilated lines and calculate 

its baseline angle, rotate it and then extract it in the line segmentation step. Dilatation is also used in word 

segmentation in each line, enlarging the letters of a word will be a key factor to word segmentation and space 

calculation. 
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2.2.2. Feature extraction 

In order to extract the five handwriting features, we applied several existing techniques: beginning 

with contouring and rotating, which allowed us to calculate the baseline angle and straighten the lines. Then, 

horizontal projecting to calculate the top margin, line spacing and segmenting lines. After that, we used vertical 

projection to calculate both letter size and word spacing. A detailed explanation of the process is presented for 

each feature. 

a) Baseline 

For the base line angle, we contoured the dilated lines with the OpenCV contours algorithm [23] 

which seeks curve joining of all continuous points that have the same color. Next, we draw bounding boxes 

with those boundary points. After getting all the rotation angles  of the bounding rectangles, we calculated the 

average as the baseline angle of the handwriting sample. To rotate the lines, we applied the affine 

transformation with linear transformation (matrix multiplication) and translation (vector addition). As result, 

we had straightened handwriting samples. 

b) Top margin 

For top margin calculation, line spacing, and segmentation, we used the horizontal projection 

algorithm. By counting the sum of white pixels in each line, we trace zero values that represent the start and 

end space indices. Top margin is calculated based on the first two indices.  

c) Line spacing 

As for line spacing, we traced the max values of the line pixels sum as indexes representing the 

baseline. Spaces between each two baseline indexes are calculated and the average of all spaces represents the 

line spacing of the handwriting sample. As mentioned top margin, in the top margin calculation, horizontal 

projection was used to determine the space indices between lines. After dividing the handwriting samples on 

the basis of those indices, we got the segmented lines. 

d) Letter size 

In general, letter size is determined as categories based on middle zone calculation: average, large, or 

small compared to the average letter size. Although, we chose to calculate this feature in another way, we 

traced pixels that represent the start and end of the letter shape. The differences between those indices are used 

to calculate the average letter size of the line and then the average of all lines will represent the letter size 

feature of the handwriting sample. 

e) Word spacing 

To calculate only the space between words and not letters, we had to use dilatation on segmented lines 

and then apply vertical projection on those lines. Once again, like in line space, we traced the zero values of 

the sum of vertical line pixels, and with start and end indices we determined the spaces between words. After 

that, we calculated the space average for each line, then the average for the handwriting sample. 
 

2.3.  Classification algorithms 

To attain the aim of this work, we implemented and evaluated five well-known supervised machine 

learning algorithms to create models. Capable of predicting each trait of the big five personality traits. Here we 

give a non-exhaustive description of each one of the implemented algorithms.  
 

2.3.1. Gradient boosting 

Considered one of the most powerful techniques used to build predictive models, gradient boosting 

comes with the idea of testing if a weak learner can be optimized to become better. The first successful 

realization of boosting was with the adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) [24]. Another successful realization of the 

boosting technique is a scalable tree boosting system called extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) [25]. Due to its 

computational efficiency and high effectiveness, we chose this model for the prediction of personality traits. 
 

2.3.2. Random forest 

Random forest is an ensemble learning model estimator that fits a collection of decision tree classifiers 

(1) to various subsamples of the dataset using average calculation in order to improve the accuracy of prediction 

and control the over-fitting phenomena [26]. Being more accurate than decision tree and considered as a strong 

classification algorithm, we chose to implement this algorithm in this work.  

 

{ℎ(𝑥, 𝛩𝑘 ), 𝑘 = 1, . . . } (1) 

 

2.3.3. Support vector machine 

Since the time they were developed in the 1990s, support vector machines were and continues to be 

one of the most popular machine learning algorithms [27]. In practice, SVM algorithms’ implementation uses 

kernels, where prediction for a new input is done using the dot product between the input (x) and all support 

vectors (xi) in the training data (2) where B0 and ai are estimated from the training data by the learning 
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algorithm. SVM is characterized by its high-performing algorithm with little tuning, which makes it suitable 

for this work. 

 

𝑓(𝑥)  =  𝐵0 +  𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝑎𝑖 ∗  (𝑥, 𝑥𝑖)) (2) 

 

2.3.4. Logistic regression 

Like linear regression, logistic regression (LR) uses the same equation representation in (3) where 

input features (x) are linearly combined using weights or coefficient values in order to predict an output class 

(y). The only difference from linear regression is that the outputted value is a binary value (0 or 1) rather than 

a numeric value. Logistic regression models are very adequate in binary classification, the reason why we chose 

to implement it in this study. 

 

𝑦 =  𝑒^(𝑏0 +  𝑏1 ∗ 𝑥) / (1 +  𝑒^(𝑏0 +  𝑏1 ∗ 𝑥)) (3) 

 

2.3.5. Artificial neural network (multi-layer perceptron) 

Unlike other classification algorithms such as SVM classifier, MLP classifier is an underlying DNN 

that performs the task of classification or regression by learning from a non-linear function approximator. It is 

different from logistic regression having one or multiple non-linear layers (hidden layers) between the input 

and the output layer. In general, the MLP architecture has a defined a number of dimensions for inputted data 

and outputted classes, and this process is called Feed Forward propagation. Whereas, the process that updates 

the weights of each neuron, and represents the core of the learning algorithms, is called the Back-propagation 

process [28]. Figure 2 shows an exemple of a one hidden layer perceptron with Xn features input and one scalar 

output. 

a) Input layer: consists of a set of neurons (4) representing the input features:  

 

{𝑥𝑖|𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑚} (4) 

 

b) Hidden layer: each neuron in the hidden layer transforms the values from the previous layer with a 

weighted linear summation (5) followed by a non-linear activation function (6). 
 

𝑤1𝑥1 + 𝑤2𝑥2+. . . +𝑤𝑚𝑥𝑚 (5) 
 

c) Output layer: receives the values from the last hidden layer and transforms them into output values using 

an activation function (6). 
 

𝐺(⋅): 𝑅 → 𝑅 (6) 
 

d) Backpropagation algorithm: it aims to minimize the cost function by adjusting the network’s weights 

using the gradients of the cost function (7). 

 

𝑊𝑛 =  𝑊𝑜 – (𝛼 ∗  𝑑𝐿/𝑑𝑤) (7) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Illustration of one hidden layer perceptron 
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2.3.6. Evaluation metrics 

The evaluation of the different classifiers was done using four main evaluation scores: accuracy, 

recall, precision, and f1-score. We generated the confused matrix table for each model in order to calculate 

those scores: 

a) Accuracy score: it is the fraction of predictions where the model has the right prediction in (8). 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
 (8) 

 

b) Precision: it is the division of correct positive results by the predicted positive results in (9). 

 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
 (9) 

 

c) Recall: it is the division of correct positive results by all relevant samples in (10). 

 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  𝑇𝑃 (𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁) (10) 

 

d) F1 score: it represents harmonic mean between precision and recall. It represents the robustness of the 

model in (11). 

 

𝐹1 =
2

1

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
 ∗ 

1

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

 (11) 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As described in the proposed architecture, the final constructed dataset contains both handwriting 

features and big five personality traits results of 100 participants in the age between 20 and 25 years with 48 

males and 52 females. Both results will be used to train and test machine learning models for predicting the 

big five traits (openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism) of a person on the basis 

of his/her handwriting features (baseline, top margin, line spacing, word spacing, letter size). A clear 

visualization of the dataset variables distribution is shown in Figure 3. Which has 2 parts: Figure 3(a) 

handwriting features variables and Figure 3(b) personality traits variables. In extraversion, agreableness, 

baseline, line spacing, word spacing and letter size data distribution we see the middle clustering of most data 

points as the rest of data taper off symmetrically toward the extremes, this shows the normal probability 

distribution in the five personality traits extraversion and agreablness, also in the handwriting features baseline 

and line spacing. The rest of personality traits and handwriting features in openness, conscentiousness, 

neuroticism and top margin are slightly right or left skewed showing that data are not normally distributed. We 

used the resulted dataset as it is and no under or over sampling are applied before the classification step. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 3. Dataset variables distribution visualization; (a) handwriting features variables and  

(b) personality traits variables 
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The five handwriting features in Table 3 are used as input data, while the five personality traits in 

Table 4 are used as output data, one at a time. To enhance the classification task by different classifiers, we 

had to standardize the inputted handwriting features and change the values to fit in the form of a unified scale. 

In order to achieve that, we chose the robust scaler technique [29] which is comparable to the min-max scaler. 

This scale expels the middle and scales information as indicated by the interquartile range (IQR). We also 

altered each value of the personality traits to a yes (1) or no (0) value based on median to ensure the binary 

classification by the different classifiers. 

 

 

Table 3. Handwriting features description 
Handwriting features Mean Median Range 

Baseline -0.78 -0.8 (-3.74) - 3.22 

Top Margin 45.91 25 0 - 415 
Line Spacing 147.05 145.67 68.75 - 218.12 

Word Spacing 28.23 25.94 8.44 - 63.82 

Letter Size 34.74 33.67 20.47 - 56.79 
 

Table 4. Personality traits description 
Personality traits Mean Median Range 

Openness 2.33 2.5 1 - 5 

Conscientiousness 2.34 2.5 1 - 5 

Extraversion 3.18 3 1 - 5 
Agreeableness 3.04 3 1 - 5 

Neuroticism 3.30 3.5 1 - 5 
 

 

 

After the standardization phase, we choose to randomly split the dataset into two sets: 80% of data as 

training data and the remaining 20% as testing data. The test set has for the purpose to explore the classifier 

prediction accuracy on unseen handwriting features data. For implementing, training and testing all selected 

classifiers we carried out experiments on a Lenovo ThinkPad Laptop powered by an 8-core Intel i5 10 Gen 

CPU of 2.30 GHz, 16 GB of RAM, 8 GB of Intel GPU and 500 GB of Storage access. We choosed Python 3.7 

programming language which offers the well-known machine learning library scikit-learn [30]. After fine-

tuning each one of the selected classifiers in order to achieve the best performance, we observed different 

scenarios of trial and error for each one of the classifiers and we have concluded that: 

a) LR with bigger values of the inverse of regularization strength (C hyperparameter) showed more 

efficiency than smaller values where the optimal value was around 100. Higher values are a good indicator 

that training data reflects the real-world data. 

b) RF with 100 decision trees (n_estimators) showed better results for classification than higher or lower 

values of estimators. A three split allocation for each decision tree (max_depth) was optimal for avoiding 

model overfitting or underfitting. 

c) XGBoost models with smaller learning rate (eta=0.01) and smaller number split allocation 

(max_depth=3) showed better result, making those models less complex and more robust. 

d) SVM with higher regularization strength or ability to reduce weights (C parameter) leads to better 

performance with less training errors. Also, choosing Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) as kernel type 

gaves haigher training and testing accuracies in the contrary of the sigmoid kernel type wich only had 

effect on the testing accuracy. This is due to the fact that SVM model is dealing with non-linear data with 

no prior knowledge about it. In general SVM classifier is capable of handling unseen data and achieving 

higher accuracy rate in testing phase than the training phase. 

e) MLP with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization algorithms performed better than MLP with 

ADAM optimizer. Better classification performances were observed when using constant learning rates 

with momentum and nesterov momentum [31] as shown in Figure 4. As for the number of hidden layers 

and neurones in each layer, the best choice for achieving high training and testing accuracies for all 

personality traits was a one hidden layer MLP with only 15 neurones, exept for agreeableness we kept the 

default one hidden layer MLP with 100 neurones. Neither adding more hidden layers nor augmenting the 

number of neurons did enhance the performances MLP classifiers.  

We see clearly in both Tables 5 and 6 that the MLP classifier outperformed the other classifiers, this 

observation could be refered to the dynamic non-linearity, high-speed computational capability and also the 

robust learning algorithms of artificial neural networks models [32]. Although, in the testing phase the MLP 

model didn’t achieve higher accuracy, this could be referred to the insufficient data in our dataset. 

In general, we could say that the best choice among the list of proposed classifiers is the MLP, even 

considering the fact that the presented dataset in this work had unbalanced classes especially for openness, 

conscientiousness and neuroticism. In Figure 5, the MLP classifier has shown more precision and robusteness 

(F1 score) on an unseen data. Thus, we mark the high sensitivity (recall) of the MLP compared to other 

classifiers, and we strongly believe that enlarging the dataset with new handwriting samples in the future will 

lead and solve this problem. Table 7 gives a detailed comparison of our method with the existing works on big 

five personality traits prediction based on handwriting features.  
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Figure 4. Loss comparison of MLPs classifiers for predicting openness 
 
 

Table 5. Training accuracy of different classifiers 
Big five LR RF XGB SVM MLP 

O 58.70 84.78 84.78 96.74 95.70 
C 61.96 98.91 86.96 100 100 

E 67.39 100 79.35 97.83 98.91 

A 68.48 80.43 100 98.91 100 

N 59.78 86.96 80.43 92.39 97.83 
 

Table 6. Testing accuracy of different classifiers 
Big five LR RF XGB SVM MLP 

O 54.55 72.73 72.73 72.73 81.80 

C 63.64 45.45 54.55 45.45 45.45 

E 72.73 72.73 63.64 72.73 81.82 

A 54.55 54.55 63.64 54.55 63.64 

N 54.55 72.73 72.73 54.55 72.73 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Classifiers metrics evaluation on new handwriting features for the openness personality traits prediction 
 
 

Table 7. Comparison of the proposed work with the existing works in the literature 

Work 
Handwriting 

samples 
Handwriting features 

Classification 

techniques 

Big five traits  

prediction accuracy (%) 

O C E A N 

Gavrilescu and 
Vizireanu [10] 

128 

Baseline angle - Word slant - Pen 

pressure - Connecting strokes - Lower 

case “t” - Lower case “f” - Line spacing 

Feed forward neural 
network (FFNN) 

84 77 84 77 84 

Elngar et al. 

[12] 
125 

Baseline - Pen pressure - Word spacing - 

lLne spacing - Lower case “t” 

Feed forward neural 

network (FFNN) 
85 65 85 75 70 

This paper 100 
Top margin - Baseline angle - Line 
spacing - Word spacing - Letter size 

Multi-layer 
perceptron (MLP) 

82 64 82 64 73 

Chaubey and 

Arjaria [13] 
110 No Feature Selection 

Convolutional 

neural networks 
43 46 41 40 46 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Automatic personality prediction from handwriting remains a challenging task, and developing 

accurate prediction methods would provide a great solution to many different problems such as employment 

selection, criminal profiling, and early-stage disease detection. Here, in this paper, we have proposed a simple 

yet effective method for predicting the big five personality traits on the basis of handwriting samples. We asked 

100 participants to provide questionnaire responses and handwriting samples in order to create our dataset. We 

used a variety of techniques in the preprocessing and feature extraction phases before the implementation of 

personality classification. Then, we implemented and compared several popular machine learning classification 

algorithms. Experimental results have marked the outperformance of the MLP for both training and testing 

data. We achieved satisfactory accuracy rates in comparison with the existing works, however, more 

improvements in the future are needed. As a future work, we plan to implement a user interface of the 

handwriting feature extraction process based on the proposed method. A more complex feature distribution 

could be explored, and enlarging the dataset is for sure a crucial target to attain. 
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